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ABSTRACT: Hollow nanoparticles (NPs) are of broad interest for biomedical, optical, and
catalytic applications due to their unique geometry-related physicochemical properties. The
ability to engineer hollow structures with surface openings is particularly attractive since
emergent properties are promised by the design of shell porosity and encapsulation of guest
materials. However, it still remains challenging to precisely control the opening of the hollow
structure, in terms of shape, size, and location. Here, we report a facile one-step strategy to
synthesize a hollow nanostructure with well-defined cubic-shape openings at the corners, by
regulating nanoscale galvanic replacement processes with specific surface-capping agents. The
final product is a single-crystalline AuAg alloy which morphologically features three “belts”
orthogonally wrapping around a virtual cube, denoted by nanowrapper. We demonstrate a
structural tunability of our synthetic method for tailoring nanowrapper and the
corresponding tuning of its plasmonic band from the visible to near-infrared (NIR) range.
Advanced electron tomography techniques provide unambiguous three-dimensional (3D)
visualizations to reveal an unconventional transformation pathway of sharp-cornered Ag nanocube to nanowrapper and
correlate its structure with measured and computed spectroscopic properties. Importantly, we find that the surfactant, i.e.,
cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC), is crucial for the openings to be localized at the corners of the hollow cube and be tailored to a
cubic shape in our one-step process. Furthermore, such a well-defined hollow architecture also allows a guest nano-object to be
contained within, while the large openings at corners enable controlled loading/release of nanoscale cargo, a DNA-coated
particle, using change of ionic conditions. This work expands our understanding of surface engineering in nanoscale galvanic
replacement reactions and opens new ways toward the shape control of hollow NPs.

■ INTRODUCTION
Hollow metal nanostructures have attracted extensive attention
in the past few decades due to their unique physicochemical
properties, often deviating sharply from their solid counter-
parts.1 They have shown promise for a variety of applications,
including catalysis,2 optical sensing,3 and biomedicine.4 Many
morphologies of hollow metal nanostructures have been
investigated, including nanoboxes,5 nanoshells,6 nanocages,7

and nanoframes.8,9 The large interior void in hollow
nanostructures yields an enhanced surface-to-volume
ratio.10,11 That allows tuning significantly plasmonic character-
istics of the nanoparticle (NP) from the visible to near-infrared
(NIR) range.12 More interestingly, the ability of introducing
surface pores to hollow structures allows for loading and
encapsulating foreign materials, including drugs, biological

molecules,4,13 and, potentially, nanoparticles (NPs), for
engendering new functionalities. For instance, distinct from
nanoshells and nanoboxes with inaccessible interiors, hollow
architectures featuring surface pores, e.g., nanocage, are
capable of loading molecular-scale materials into the inner
void via accessible channels, which is promising for nano-
particle, gene, and drug delivery.4 However, engineering the
surface opening with precise size, shape, and location is
challenging. Particularly, an outstanding challenge is to
generate hollow structures with large pores that permit the
loading and encapsulation of guest NPs. Such an attractive
yolk−shell motif would enable tailored fabrication of nano-
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composites exhibiting emergent properties that depend on the
intimate colocation of the two nanoscale species.14,15 For
instance, appropriate choice of materials for the encapsulator
and encapsulant could be used for catalytic nanoreactors which
are optimized for particular small-molecule chemistry, or for
derivatization of the encapsulated nanoparticle. The electro-
magnetic field within integrated complex nanostructures could
be tailored to offer significant enhancement for sensitive
detection of analytes.16 However, in general for yolk−shell
nanostructures, a core particle in the hollow shell cannot be
rationally changed once encapsulated.17,18 If the encapsulation
can be reversibly controlled, then hollow nanoarchitectures
could be used for loading, transport, and release of nanoscale
cargo, and for the creation of novel stimulus-responsive19,20

and reconfigurable materials.21,22

Current synthetic strategies have allowed introducing small
pores to the shells of hollow nanostructures.15 Those small
pores are limited to molecular-scale loading, but not nanoscale
objects. For example, porous Au nanocages have been
synthesized via galvanic replacement involving HAuCl4 and

Ag nanocubes with sharp corners.23 However, the pores of
such nanocages are small, polydisperse in size/shape, and
randomly distributed across the surfaces. These materials are
only suitable to carry molecular-scale species.13,24 It is
nontrivial to directly enlarge the pores on the faces of
nanocages because an over-reaction could lead to the
formation of nanoframes,25 which are too open to hold guest
objects within the interior,2 or even can collapse.23 In addition
to a rational control of pore size, localizing an opening of pores
at the corners of the cube allows enlarging of pores without
compromising structural integrity. Much effort has been
focused on multistep processes to control the opening location
of pores. These processes usually involve a pretreatment of
sacrificial templates, i.e., Ag nanocubes, to obtain suitable
shape or chemical composition for the subsequent hollowing
reactions. For instance, Chen et al. pretreated the Ag
nanocubes to have their corners truncated via a thermal
annealing process and then used them as templates to obtain
AuAg nanocages with pores confined to the corners.7 Sun et al.
synthesized cubic nanocages with openings at the corners

Figure 1. Synthesis of AuAg alloy nanowrappers and the morphological and structural characterizations. (a) Schematic illustration of the one-step
synthesis of AuAg nanowrapper using Ag nanocube as sacrificial template. (b) HAADF-STEM characterization and EDX elemental mapping of a
single AuAg alloy nanowrapper obtained after 3 h of reaction (Au, green; Ag, red; scale bars are 30 nm). (c) HAADF-STEM image (scale bar is 30
nm), electron diffraction pattern along a [001] zone axis direction, and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of local areas marked by different
color frames (scale bars are 0.5 nm). (d) Typical large-area, (e) locally magnified, and (f) high-magnification SEM images of the as-prepared AuAg
nanowrappers obtained after 3 h of reaction.
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through a four-step procedure, which includes selectively
depositing Ag2O at the corners of Ag nanocubes in advance,
the conformal deposition of Au on the side faces, selectively
removing the corner Ag2O patches, and etching away the Ag
core with H2O2.

26 However, these corner pores have been
limited to being 10 nm in size and triangular in shape, and
most importantly, a majority of the obtained nanocages still
exhibited unperforated shells. Further enlargement of triangu-
lar pores resulted in a split of these structures into separate
fragments. Thus, it remains challenging to synthesize nano-
architectures that are hollow and precisely engineered as
porous with high yield and high fidelity of openings via a one-
step process.
It is well-known that molecular surfactants can change the

surface energy of metal NPs through preferential capping to
direct the metal atom deposition on specific crystalline facets
and affect the growth kinetics, commonly used in solution-
based syntheses to control the shape of particles.27−29

However, the effect of surfactants on the shape transformation
of NPs in a reverse growth reaction, i.e., a galvanic replacement
converting solid NPs to hollow structures, still remains poorly
understood.
Here, we demonstrate a new strategy for engineering a

chemical pathway to tailor the pore opening of hollow NPs, in
aspects of their size, shape, and location, by regulating
nanoscale galvanic replacement processes with specific sur-
face-capping agents. We develop a simple one-step procedure
to synthesize a type of AuAg hollow nanostructurenamely,
nanowrapperwhich consists of three “belts” orthogonally
wrapping around a cube-shaped void. The nanowrapper
features large cubic-like pores at the corners and a cross-belt
framework. They are prepared by using sharp-corner Ag
nanocubes as the sacrificial templates and cetylpyridinium
chloride (CPC) as the surfactant in galvanic replacement
between HAuCl4 and Ag at room temperature. Viewed along
the normal direction of one cross-belt side face, the pores are
square in shape and up to 31 ± 3 nm in edge length. Electron
tomography was used for three-dimensional (3D) visualization
of the morphological and chemical architecture of the
nanoparticles during the evolution from sharp-corner cube to
wrapper. Significant differences with respect to the reported
conventional nanoscale galvanic replacements were observed:
with the assistance of CPC, even starting from sharp-corner Ag
cubes, surface openings can be localized at the corners of the
hollow cube and further tailored to be large and cubic in a one-
step process. Spectroscopic measurements allowed correlating
the dependence of the plasmonic signature with the degree of
corner opening. Nanowrapper with large open corners shows
promise as a carrier of functional NPs, due to the size
compatibility between pore and encapsulation spaces. We
demonstrate that, by taking advantages of the ionic-strength-
dependent configuration of DNA chains, the large openings at
the corners of nanowrappers can be used for loading and
releasing NPs in a controllable manner.

■ DISCUSSION
Figure 1A schematically illustrates a one-step process
employed in the synthesis of AuAg nanowrappers. In a typical
process, the Ag nanocubes are dispersed in an aqueous CPC
solution, followed by injecting aqueous HAuCl4 under
magnetic stirring at room temperature. The reaction continues
for 3 h and is quenched by centrifugation (Materials and
Methods section in the Supporting Information). We used Ag

nanocubes30,31 as the sacrificial templates. These single-
crystalline nanocubes with sharp corners are uniform with an
average edge length of ∼100 nm (Figure S1). The galvanic
replacement reaction occurred once the nanocubes dispersed
in CPC were mixed with aqueous HAuCl4.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations

reveal that the measured projected contours of NPs after 3 h
of galvanic replacement reaction exhibit a square frame with a
belt-made cross on the center of each face, and four square
holes at the corners (Figure S2). Figure 1b shows a high-angle
annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM) image and energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectroscopy elemental mapping of 3 h old products. As shown
in Figure 1 and Figure S2, the frames are ∼112 nm in edge
length, with a wall thickness of ∼8 nm on average, but with a
measurable thickening to ∼15 nm near bends (edges of the
original cube). The centered cross-belt is intact and smooth,
each branch of which has a width of ∼38 nm. STEM and the
corresponding quantitative EDX mapping images in Figure 1b
demonstrate that the particles are hollow and composed of
AuAg alloy (66% Au and 34% Ag). High-resolution (HR)
HAADF-STEM analysis shows that they are single crystals
with the AuAg face-centered cubic (fcc) structure (Figure 1c).
The bends of the encircling “belts” exhibit high-index
crystallographic planes due to their high curvature. As a result
of the high uniformity of products, the formed particles self-
assemble into ordered and well-packed superlattices over large
areas, which appear as a network with squared porous patterns,
as observed from the low-magnification SEM image (Figure
1d,e). The particles are hollow, as confirmed by the tilt view
through isolated particles (Figure 1f).
To characterize the 3D morphology and chemical

composition, we conducted HAADF-STEM and STEM-EDX
electron tomography. A tilt series of HAADF-STEM and EDX
projection images were acquired and used as an input of 3D
reconstruction. The result of this process reveals that the
obtained NPs are thin-walled hollow cubes with square holes at
the four corners of every {100} facet, which displays a cross-
shaped wall viewed along the [100] direction (Figure 2a,b,
Movie S1, and Figure S3). We refer to this architecture as a
nanowrapper since it can be thought of as three long two-
dimensional belts orthogonally wrapping around a cube-
shaped inner void (Figure 2a3, 2b3). The nanowrapper is
flexible due to its lack of central support as well as the thin
shell. We observed a slight deformation under a tomographic
electron beam exposure (Figure 2a1,b1), while no such effect
was visible under conventional SEM conditions (Figure 1d−f).
The 3D-EDX tomography provides a visualization of the
chemical architecture of the particles. The results confirmed
the formation of Au/Ag alloy shell with nearly uniform
element distribution, which has a composition ratio of 66:34
(Figure 2a1,b1). The optical extinction spectrum of the
nanowrappers features a strong mode at ∼1250 nm and a
much weaker mode at ∼590 nm (Figure 2c). Using the
frequency domain finite element method (FEM) (Supporting
Information, Figure S4) and nanowrapper dimensions
measured from TEM, we numerically simulated the extinction
spectrum and reproduced both modes in high fidelity (Figure
2c,d). Analysis of the near-field and far-field patterns indicates
that both modes correspond to plasmon oscillations parallel to
the nanowrapper outer facets. However, the lower energy
mode (P1 at 1250 nm) is purely dipolar (radiant), while the
higher energy mode (P2 at 590 nm) mixes dipolar and
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quadrupolar (subradiant) features (Figure 2d). Numerical
calculation suggests that the resonant energy of the dipolar
mode is highly sensitive to the nanowrapper thickness. The
subradiant character is responsible for the low spectral strength
of the 590 nm mode. Distinct presentation of the high energy
mode at 590 nm is attributed to the morphology features from
the good “bending” of uniform belts at edges.
To investigate the mechanism responsible for the formation

of AuAg nanowrappers, we carried out complementary
analyses via characterization of time-dependent morphological
evolution during reaction, by means of SEM, 3D-HAADF-
STEM tomography, and 3D-STEM-EDX tomography (Figure
3a−c). In a typical galvanic replacement reaction, AuCl4

−

generates one Au(0) atom at the expense of every three
Ag(0) atoms. We observed that, as Ag nanocubes reacted with
the HAuCl4 solution at an early stage (1 min), pitting took
place on the side faces of the Ag nanocube, through which the
oxidized Ag+ ions leach out. Meanwhile, the corners of
nanocubes became slightly truncated at this point because of
the oxidation of Ag (Figure S5). We observed that the

truncation of the cube corners happened simultaneously with
the formation of pinholes on {100} facets. This is radically
different to what has been reported previously for galvanic
replacement in Ag nanocubes, both with and without sharp
corners.7,23 As the reaction proceeded further (5 min), the
pinholes on {100} facets became larger, which continued to
serve as the exclusive channels for the released electrons inside
the Ag cube to easily migrate out (Figure 3a1). The truncation-
induced triangle {111} facets on the corner site became
pronounced.
Tomography reconstructions of the product at this stage

demonstrate the partial hollowing of the cube (Figure 3a2). A
thin layer of Au was deposited on the surface of the cuboid
(Figure 3a3). As the reaction proceeded to 20 min, the inner
void visibly grew (Figure 3b1). Pores began to open on the
truncation-induced triangle {111} facets, while the pinhole on
the side faces tended to shrink (Figure 3b1,b2). The surface was
enriched with Au except around the corner-localized pores
(Figure 3b3). Upon a continuation of the reaction to 1 h, the
void inside the cube increased. The corner pores became
larger, whereas the pores on the side faces disappeared (Figure
3c1,c2). More Ag was detected on the exterior surface than that
at the 20 min reaction stage because of the alloying process;
the homogeneous AuAg alloy is more stable than either pure
Au or Ag (Figure 3c3). A subsequent dealloying stage allows
Ag to be removed from the alloyed walls. The resultant lattice
vacancies were released through surface reconstruction that
makes the corner pores larger and square-shaped. After 3 h of
reaction time, the nanowrapper architecture was fully formed,
including thin walls and smooth surfaces (Figure 1). The cubic
pores only appeared at the corners, so the cross-belt wall was
on each {100} face.

Figure 2. Three-dimensional morphology, chemical composition, and
structure-correlated optical characterizations for a single AuAg alloy
nanowrapper obtained after 3 h of reaction. (a, b) From left to right
(subscript: 1−3), 3D tomography rendering, the corresponding 3D
EDX rendering, and 3D model images of a AuAg alloy nanowrapper
viewed along (a) [001] and (b) tilted directions (Au is green, and Ag
is red in a2 and b3). (c) Optical extinction spectrum of the
nanowrappers: experimental (black solid line) and numerically
simulated (red dash line) by the frequency domain finite element
method (FEM). (d) The gray-background profiles (P1 and P2) are

calculated by electric field enhancement P = | ⃗| |⎯→⎯ |E E/2
0

2 at the AuAg
nanowrapper surface for the respective resonance modes, correspond-
ing to surface plasmonic resonance (SPR) peaks shown in optical
extinction spectra.

Figure 3. Morphology and chemical composition characterizations of
the products obtained at different intermediate stages during the
transformation of Ag nanocubes into AuAg nanowrappers. From left
to right (subscript: 1−3): SEM, reconstructed 3D volume rendering,
and the corresponding 3D EDX rendering images of nanoparticles
obtained after different reaction times (a, 5 min; b, 20 min; c, 60
min). Scale bars for the SEM images are 100 nm. In EDX images of
a3, b3, and c3, Au and Ag are green and red, respectively.
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The morphological and compositional evolution of NPs
leads to corresponding changes in extinction spectra (Figure
4a). The dipolar surface plasmonic resonance (SPR) band red-

shifts from 565 to 1250 nm, along with a structural
transformation of cubes to nanowrappers (Figure 4b). Initially,
the Ag nanocubes exhibited a broad dipole peak at 565 nm,
together with three shoulder peaks at 347, 394, and 471 nm.
Three shoulder peaks correspond to higher-order plasmonic
modes. Their separated and distinct profiles indicate the
structural features of Ag nanocubes with sharp corners and
edges.32 After the reaction continued only for 5 min, an
obvious intensity decrease for the SPR peaks of silver was
observed, especially for the three shoulder peaks at shorter
wavelengths, while the extinction peak at longer wavelength
red-shifted to 730 nm. This spectral change can be attributed
to the deposition of a thin gold layer on the surfaces of Ag
templates, accompanied by the truncation and partial
hollowing of the Ag cube. The silver LSPR peaks almost
disappeared after 20 min of reaction, and the extinction peaks
at long wavelength red-shifted to 851 nm. This spectral change
could be related to the increase in void size and the reduction
in wall thickness of truncated boxes with small corner
openings. After the reaction continued for 1 h, the extinction
peak was further red-shifted to 1055 nm, as a result of the size
increase of corner pores as well as the further reduction of wall
thickness during the alloying and dealloying process. Finally, at
3 h, the extinction peak red-shifted to 1250 nm, and a new
peak appeared at 590 nm; that corresponds to our structural
observation of the formation of nanowrappers with smooth
surfaces and large corner openings. A series of cubic hollow

nanostructures with tunable corner-opening size and wall
thickness exhibit strong absorption in the near-infrared region
(800−1200 nm), endowing them with potential value in
biomedical applications such as photothermal therapy, photo-
induced drug delivery, and contrast-enhanced imaging.
Previous studies have attributed the formation of a hollow,

porous AuAg nanocage to the mechanism commonly referred
to as “nanoscale galvanic replacement” between HAuCl4

− and
well-formed Ag particles.33 For the case of the cubic nanocage
(Figure 5a), the reaction pathway mainly involves pitting at the
surface of sharp-corner cube to hollow-out Ag (pinhole
formation), central void formation (nanobox), alloying and
dealloying of shell (sieve), and pore generation in the shell due
to the coalescence of lattice vacancies (nanocage).23 However,
in the reported one-step synthesis processes, pores formed in
the shell are usually randomly distributed around the surface of
nanocage. On the other hand, using Ag nanocubes with
truncated corners as sacrificial templates has been demon-
strated to enable assigning corners as primary sites for pore
opening.7 Previously, for the confinement of the pore opening
at the corners of nanocages in the reported studies, an extra
step prior to the conventional synthesis of nanocages has to be
taken to truncate the corners of cubes to obtain qualified
sacrificial templates.9

Here, we propose a new strategy to utilize the preferential
surface-capping properties of surfactants to precisely engineer
the pores on the surface of nanocages in a one-step synthesis
process, in aspect of size, shape, and location. In particular, we
aim to only open the pores at the eight corners of the hollow
cube. We select CPC as surfactant to allow both corner
truncation and hollowing-out reactions to happen simulta-
neously. According to our previous studies,32 since CPC
preferentially caps the {100} rather than {111} facets of Ag, it
is commonly used in the seed-mediated synthesis of Ag
nanocubes with sharp-corners.34 As shown in the present
results (Figure 5b), at the early stages, the pinholes form on Ag
{100} facets and serve as the primary site to hollow-out the Ag
cube, which is same as the conventional process. However,
because of the week absorption of CPC on Ag cube sharp
corners, the cubes are truncated by oxidative etching of Ag,
leading to exposing the {111} facets of Ag. As the galvanic
replacement reaction between HAuCl4

− and fresh and active
Ag atoms proceeds at the exposed {111} facets, the pores open
and become large gradually on the {111} facets while the
pinholes on the {100} facets disappear with the hollow center
void forming at a certain stage. In the following alloying and
dealloying process, the vacancy-induced porosity appears on
the {100} side facets of AuAg alloy. Subsequently, with
assistance of CPC, the in-wall vacancies coalesce into big
square holes at the corners through a surface rearrangement
process to efficiently release lattice vacancies. The specific
shape of square pores could be related to the square
arrangement of atoms on each wall where the surface is
mainly bound by {100} crystallographic planes.
The shape evolution mechanism in our system is also quite

different from the reported two-step nanocage method.7 First,
in the latter, sharp corners of Ag cubes are truncated via a
thermal annealing process in advance. Second, by using
pretruncated Ag cubes as sacrificial template, while there is
no opening on the side faces, the corner area is assigned as
exclusive sites for the hollowing-out of the Ag cube and
eventually becomes triangular pores at eight corners of a
nanocage. The obtained products with the Au content of <60%

Figure 4. The morphological evolution of NPs leads to corresponding
changes in extinction spectra. (a) UV−vis−NIR extinction spectra of
Ag nanocubes after the galvanic replacement reaction proceeded for 0
min (black), 5 min (red), 20 min (green), and 60 min (blue). (b) Plot
showing that the dipolar surface plasmonic resonance (SPR) peak, P1,
of products red-shifts with increase in the reaction time. Inset shows a
summarized transformation pathway where Ag nanocubes are reacted
with AuCl4

− to form AuAg alloy nanowrappers (i, 0 min; ii, 5 min; iii,
20 min; iv, 60 min; v, 180 min). The color of circles (i−iv) in the plot
is consistent with that of curves in Figure 4a, except that at 180 min
(v) corresponding to the curve in Figure 2c.
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have been demonstrated as a result of the galvanic replacement
reaction (Figure S6).
In our one-step approach, the large pores located at all

corners of the nanobox show distinct square-like shapes,
making the final shape as three belts orthogonally wrapping
around a virtual cube, and the final products are so-called
“nanowrappers”. Additionally, the nanowrappers with a

relatively high ratio of Au are the results of the reaction
wherein the pinholes on the {100} facets are primary sites for
hollowing-out of Ag; thus, not only the galvanic replacement
reaction but also the dealloying and vacancy-coalescent
processes are involved.
We further investigated the roles of surfactant in the present

one-step strategy. Interestingly, we find that truncation of cube

Figure 5. Comparison of transformation pathway between one-step syntheses of nanocage and nanowrapper using sharp-corner Ag cubes as
sacrificial templates. (a) For the case of the cubic nanocage, the conventional reaction pathway mainly involves (1) pitting on the {100} surface of
the cube to hollow-out Ag (pinhole), (2) formation of the central void with a seamless Au−Ag alloy shell (box), (3) dealloying process to
reconstruct the shell and generate small pinholes (sieve), and (4) pore generation in the shell due to the coalescence of lattice vacancies (nanocage
with pores randomly distributed on the surface). (b) For the case of the nanowrapper, the reaction pathway mainly involves (1) pitting on the
{100} surface of the cube to hollow-out Ag while truncating the cube corners (pinhole + corners truncation), (2) formation of a central void with a
Au−Ag alloy shell while small openings appear at the truncated corner (box + corner openings), (3) dealloying process to generate small pinholes
while the corner openings become large gradually (sieve + corner openings enlarging), and (4) formation of big square pores at the corners due to
the coalescence of lattice vacancies with the assistance of CPC (nanowrapper with large cubic pores at all corners).

Figure 6. Nanowrapper-based carrier for nanoscale cargo. (a) Schematic for using nanowrapper as a carrier to load and release a DNA-capped
nanosphere. Blue and red shades on direction arrow bars mean low (e.g., 10 mM phosphate buffer) and high (e.g., 0.5 M PBS) ionic strength,
respectively. (b) Dynamic light scattering (DLS) results for the isolated uncapped Au SNPs, DNA-capped Au SNPs in 0.5 M PBS, and DNA-
capped Au SNPs in 10 mM phosphate buffer, respectively, and a comparison with the size of the at-corner pores of nanowrappers (black-dashed-
line-marked area). (c, d) Typical TEM images of nanowrappers with the DNA-capped 20 nm Au NPs encapsulated. Scale bars for the TEM images
are 100 nm. (e) A population histogram for the proportion of nanowrappers with nanoparticles encapsulated as a function of nanoparticles size is
obtained based on the analysis of about 200 nanowrappers (in the red column, the black-dashed-line-marked and unmarked areas correspond to the
proportions of nanowrappers with one NP and two NPs inside, respectively).
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corners is not sufficient for achieving the unique exotic
structure of the nanowrapper. It is well-known that CTAB also
preferentially absorbs on the Ag {100} facets. Thus, we used
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) instead of CPC, to
perform a control experiment (Figure S7). As expected, we
observed a corner truncation at the initial stage. However, the
openings have not formed on the truncated area at all. Pores
were rather randomly distributed on the {100} side faces in the
final products, similar to the conventional nanocage. This non-
pore-opening corner could be understood because the
exchange reaction on the truncated area is being highly
suppressed because of the stronger protection of CTAB on Ag
{111} than that of CPC.35 Additionally, the usage of CPC and
CTAB leads to forming completely different hollow nano-
structures. It also indicates that the high-concentrated
surfactants in the reaction solution, rather than the residuals
of original surfactant (PVP) on the Ag surface, play a dominate
role in regulating nanoscale galvanic replacement processes.
Our experiments reveal that reaction temperature plays an

important role in the formation of nanowrappers. When the
temperature was reduced from 25 to 18 °C, Ag nanocubes
were transformed into cubic hollow nanostructures with many
pores distributed over the surface. These pores were irregular
in size and shape, making the walls fragile and leading to
collapse of the nano-objects (Figure S8). This observation
suggest that the galvanic replacement and alloying−dealloying
processes is strongly temperature-dependent. As the temper-
ature decreases, the rate of atom diffusion and rearrangement,
which are responsible for morphological reconstruction,
decreases, leading to coarsening and imperfections.
The high-quality nanowrappers obtained with optimized

synthetic conditions feature hollow interiors and large
openings at all the corners, which allows their use as a new
type of carrier for nanoparticles, with controllable loading and
release. Figure 6a shows a schematic of the nanowrapper-based
system for carrying a nanoparticle whose responsive shell
allows for modulating a particle size. DNA is used as a
stimulus-responsive component grafted to the particle’s
surface, and its conformational change can be manipulated
by ionic strength in solution.32,36,37 We use spherical the Au
NP (SNP) as a model cargo in the current experiment.
Initially, the nanowrapper and Au SNP are separated in the
solution of a low ionic strength (e.g., in 10 mM, phosphate
buffer), and the SNP diameter is larger than the size of the
corner opening. Triggered by increasing ionic strength (e.g., in
0.5 M phosphate buffer saline, PBS), DNA chains shrink
because of charge screening, which causes a reduction in the
effective size of SNPs with soft DNA shells (step 1).36 As the
SNP diameter becomes small enough to penetrate a nano-
wrapper through corner pores, loading can occur (step 2).
Then, the ionic strength is decreased (e.g., 10 mM phosphate
buffer), whereupon the surface-bound DNA shell responsively
switches to a stretched conformation due to the electrostatic
repulsion between DNA chains. The larger effective size of the
SNP thereby confines it within the nanowrapper in a step of in-
lock (step 3). The release and out-lock of SNPs can be
achieved through a reverse process of increasing and then
decreasing the ionic strength (steps 4−6 in Figure 6a).
In the present study, we used Au SNP (∼20 nm in

diameter) capped with 30-base single-stranded (ss) DNA to
demonstrate the realization of this idea. Dynamic light
scattering (DLS) results show that isolated uncapped Au
SNPs, DNA-capped Au SNPs in 0.5 M PBS, and DNA-capped

Au SNPs in 10 mM phosphate buffer have hydrodynamic
diameter values (Dh) of ∼18.3, ∼25.6, and 34.7 nm,
respectively (Figure 6b). These values correspond to a DNA-
capping thickness (T) of ∼3.7 and 8.2 nm for DNA-capped Au
SNPs in 0.5 M PBS and 10 mM phosphate buffer, which
reveals the conformational changes of DNA depending on the
ionic strength in solution.38 The results show that, compared
to the size of pores of the nanowrapper (∼31 nm), the effective
size of SNPs becomes smaller than a corner opening in 0.5 M
PBS (∼25.6 nm), and then, in 10 mM phosphate buffer, it
becomes larger (∼34.7 nm). This ionic-strength-dependent
size change enables 20 nm SNP transporting through the pores
at the high ionic strength and being encapsulated inside the
nanowrapper at the low ionic strength. Figure 6c,d shows
typical TEM images of nanowrappers with the DNA-capped 20
nm Au SNPs encapsulated, which are obtained after the step of
in-lock (Figure S9). A large fraction of nanowrappers (∼67%)
were observed having the 20 nm SNPs carried inside, as shown
by the population analysis based on the TEM characterization
of about 200 nanowrappers (Figure 6e).
The 20 nm Au SNPs have an absorption peak at 528 nm

that adjoins the one of the nanowrapper at 590 nm. However,
we found that having 20 nm Au SNPs locked inside the
nanowrappers brings little change to the UV−vis spectrum of
nanowrappers, which also agrees with our numerical simulation
based on the frequency domain finite element method (Figure
S10). It is attributed to the fact that the extinction cross-
section of the nanowrapper is ∼80 times larger than that of the
20 nm Au SNP. Therefore, to confirm the loading of 20 nm Au
SNPs into the nanowrappers after the in-lock process by
optical spectroscopy, we measured the UV−vis spectrum of the
supernatants after Au SNPs were released, and the nano-
wrappers self-precipitated completely. After being obtained
through the in-lock step, the loaded nanowrappers with SNP
inside were kept undisturbed in the 10 mM phosphate buffer
for 6 h, and they settled down naturally under gravity because
of their large size. No UV−vis intensity at 528 nm was
detected from the supernatant, which confirms that the Au
SNPs remained inside of nanowrappers. However, after the
ionic strength of the sample solution increased, followed by the
self-sedimentation of nanowrappers, a signal at 528 nm from
the UV−vis spectrum of the supernatant was observed,
indicating a release of 20 nm Au SNPs from the nanowrappers.
The size of DNA-capped SNPs has a dramatic effect on their

loading efficiency into nanowrappers. We performed control
experiments by using 10 and 30 nm SNPs, both of which are
functionalized with the same 30ss DNA (Figure 6e). It is found
that 10 nm SNPs coated with DNA are hardly locked inside
the nanowrappers because of their small size, where even the
conformal expanding of the DNA layer in 10 mM phosphate
does not affect their transport through a pore. Meanwhile, 30
nm SNPs cannot be loaded inside the nanowrappers since their
effective size with DNA corona is larger than the pores even at
the high ionic strength (Figure S11 and Table S1). For both
cases, the UV−vis spectra of supernatant measured after the
releasing and out-lock steps show no SPR signal from Au
SNPs. It confirms that the too small or too large SNPs are not
suitable for nanowrappers to carry. Taken together, these
results demonstrate a control of loading and a size-selective
release of nanocargo within the nanowrappers through the
selection of an appropriate DNA-capped shell and core particle
size and by switching the shell state.
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■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we have demonstrated a facile one-step method
to synthesize Au−Ag alloy nanowrapper with well-engineered
pore opening via room-temperature galvanic replacement. The
3D tomography analysis of the products obtained at different
reaction stages reveals an unconventional mechanistic path
from the Ag cubes with sharp corners to the nanowrappers
with large cubic pores at all corners. The surfactant (CPC)
plays a key role for the truncation of cube corners, which
initialize the ultimate pore opening sites, and the subsequent
formation of cross-belt walls with square pores specially
confined at the corner sites. This study suggests that the
morphology of hollow particles can be controlled in the
presence of specific surfactants through room-temperature
galvanic replacements, thus enabling additional tunability of
their optical properties. It also advances our understanding of
nanoscale galvanic replacement in the presence of surface-
capping agents, which can be extended to a wide range of
materials and reactions. Furthermore, by exploiting the
conformational responsiveness of particle coronas, we
demonstrate the potential of nanowrappers as nanoparticle
carriers, and their use for targeted release of nanoparticles. This
work offers a promising strategy for designing and constructing
multifunctional architectures based on porous hollow nano-
structures.
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